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Order-no. 3700

ZIEH-FIX® Electro-Pick III
Basics:
The battery operated electric pick gun works according to the
percussion principle. The required hit frequency as well as
the required hit force of the pick is produced by an eccentric
motion.
Therefore, easy picking of pin and disc lock systems with several pins is possible.
Through new designs of pick needles and accessories from our
production this tool meets all future requirements.
• Developed and Made in Germany
by A. Wendt GmbH
• for high expectations
• produced with highest precision
• easy handling
insert pick needle,
keep rotor under tension
vibrate pins out of shear line,
turn lock rotor
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Usage:

The Electro-Pick III is solely intended for the manipulative operation of lock cylinders. For this the
Electro-Pick III is used in intervals, which means here: repeated consecutive switching on and off.
The switching on and off period should be between 0.5 sec and 3.0 sec.
The Electro Pick should not be in continuous operation by pressing down or locking the on-off
switch. A continuous operation like this does not increase the success of manipulation (opening).
Instead the continuous operation would increase the deterioration of the bearing, eccentric and the
used picks.

Note:
The Electro-Pick III can only be used for manipulation of lock cylinder with single or double row
pin- or disc lock systems. The pins or discs need to be attached at the top or bottom in a vertical
lock tube (alternatively left and right in a horizontal lock tube).
A manipulation of a lock cylinder with more than two rows of pins with an Electro-pick is only possible to a limit extent. A manipulation of lock cylinder with pins or discs (dimple or track systems)
which are attached axial to the key way is only possible to a limit extent.
The success rate of the manipulation in the above mentioned cases is usually so small that it cannot be mentioned.
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Description of functions:
Tension

Electro-Pick

One of the main reasons for unsuccessful
attempts of opening with picking tools is the
lack of knowledge of how important the correct tension is.
Tension is merely used to disarrange the
cylinder plug in the cylinder housing and to so
create a little ledge (step) between plug and
housing. During picking the pins or discs of
the lock system should be fixed under respectively also above this ledge so that the shear
line is free and the plug can be turned.

For unknown lock systems usually the straight needle is attached to the Electro-Pick at
the intended spot. To avoid destruction of the
fine screw thread of the tightening screw only
hand-tight the screw.

In order to get the pins and discs into the
correct position with a picking tool they need
to be movable despite the applied tension. An
incorrect tension (too much) would block the
pins or discs in the shear line.
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A sensitive touch regarding the correct tension, the correct selection of the necessary
tension tool and the correct placement within
the key way are basic requirements for a successful opening.
The tension tool should be selected according
to the size of the key way. It should be placed
inside the key way so that it does not block
the first pin respectively the first disc of the
lock system and does not obstruct the vibrating pick needle of the Electro-Pick or restrict
in the swing
Our tip:
•

•

if possible, insert the tension tool near the
shear line inside the key way.
Usually for profile cylinders this is the
bottom part and for round cylinders it is
the top part of the key way.
Only apply as much tension as necessary
for the tension tool not to fall out of the
key way.
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Now apply tension to the plug with the tension
tool and insert the Electro-Pick into the key
way so that the picking needle is axial above
respectively according to lock system below
the pins or discs. The pins or discs should not
be touched in this position; the pick needle
needs to be minimally above or depending on
lock system below the pins or discs.
The pick needle is inserted so far into the
key way that all pins or discs can be moved
simultaneously by the pick needle. The pick
needle should not be inserted too far to the
back so that it is not blocked by solid parts
from the lock system or the lifting of the needle
is restricted.
Turn the electro-pick in a way that allows the
pick needle to swing as wide as possible in
the profile of the lock cylinder and that its
knocking against the profile while swinging is
limited. Lots of profiles are not cut straight but
have a slight bend to the right or left.
Now, if the pick needle is also located in the
middle above or rather, depending on the lock,
below the pins or discs the electro-pick can be
released by pressing the pressure switch.
The pick needle should only swing in short
intervals. This increases the chance of opening
immensely. A permanent hitting of the pick
needle against the pins or discs only increases
the wear and tear of the needle and will not
lead to the desired opening!
After some intervals the lock core should turn
in the direction of the chosen tension, i.e. all
pins or discs are out of the shear line, the shear line is free and the lock is open.
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Explanation:

If the lock cannot be opened by several
attempts, first an altered tension either reduced or increased should be used.

When picking with hand tools the lock plug
needs to be put under tension from the start so
that a ledge (step) between plug and housing
can appear and the pins or discs can catch
either above or depending on lock system
below the shear line. Here the pick-stop operates straight away, the pins or discs cannot be
moved.

If these alterations also do not lead to the
opening of the lock, other and differently
formed pick needles from the set “Novum”
should be tried.
The choice of the next pick needle to be used
depends on the profile of the key way and on
the pins or discs in the lock, which can show
different forms, heights and tolerances.
A general instruction on which pick needle
should be used with which lock does not exist
and cannot be compiled due to the different
qualities of the locks. In the most unfavourable case all pick needles have to be tried.

With the Electro-pick and the pulsating tension we try to hit the pins and discs that have a
pick-stop into the opening position while there
is no tension applied. When the pins or discs
want to fall back into the lock position, tension should already be back on. Then the ledge
(step) exists again and the shear line remains
free and the lock is open.

Note:

Our tip:

Many high quality locks contain particular pins
or disc forms that function as “pick-stop”. The
driver pins are normally formed in a way that
they have notches on the side towards the
shear line. On discs the lateral surfaces are
marked with a pattern similar to a saw.
Both forms are already used during application of tension for catching the notches
resp. the saw pattern in the shear line and to
consequently prevent the movement of the
pins as well as the discs into the opening
position. The lock plug can be turned by 1-2
mm and then stops. This stop of the lock plug
also happens with appropriate secured locks
with opening attempts using the Electro-Pick.
In order to still be able to open the applied
tension needs to be changed.

•

The shorter the intervals when changing
between tension “on” and “off”, the greater
the chances of opening.

•

While applying the pulsating tension please
also refer to the objectives mentioned under the section “Tension”

Best results can be achieved if the applied
tension is pulsating, meaning the tension is
applied and released in the shortest possible intervals. Simultaneously the Electro-pick
should be swinging and opening of the lock is
attempted. Each time the “pick-stop” applies
and the turning of the lock plug stops after a
minimal turn, the tensions needs to be released completely and a new attempt at opening
has to be started.
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Rechargeable Battery:
Description of battery
The Electro-Pick III is fitted with a Li-Ion battery (3.7 volt- 3500mAh). The battery is permanently
fixed to the tool. An exchange with commercially available batteries is not allowed. The replacement of the battery is exclusively done by the company A. Wendt GmbH.

Charging of battery
Charging the battery of the Electro-Pick III is only allowed under
constant supervision. The Electro-Pick III should be charged via the
provided charging device. Alternatively, with an appropriate connecting cable, a charging is possible with every customary USB plug
with an output voltage of 5 volt.

1
2

Attention! We do not take responsibility for damages to external
devices, whose USB ports have been used for charging the Electro-Pick.

The Electro-Pick has a charging control light (2) and a charging status indication (1) (see picture)
The charging control light (2) shows the correct charging function. The charging status can be
seen with the four LEDs.
All LEDs off - no adequate power
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All LEDs on - the maximum charging capacity is reached.
After reaching the maximum charging capacity the Electro-Pick should be detached from the
loading cable.

Charging time (with provided charging device)
The complete charging time of the Electro-Pick III for an empty
battery: 5,5 hours
On the right the approximate charging times up to the equivalent
switched on LED:

LED

Time (Hours)

1

0,5

2

1,0

3

3,0

4

5,5

Usage of tool while still charging not allowed
Using the Electro-Pick III while still attached to charging device or with attached loading cable is
not allowed. This would lead to deactivation of depth discharge- and overload protection.
Attention: The use of the Electro-Pick III with attached charging device leads to the loss of the
warranty claim.
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Important:
• Ahead of first use please charge batteries!
With delivery of the tool the batteries are
usually not fully charged. Ahead of first use of
the tool please charge for at least 5.5 hours
• Do not dip tool into liquids!
Prevent liquid entry to the tool!

• Tool is maintenance free!
The Electro-Pick III was lubricated sufficiently in the factory. Only clean the tool with a
moist cloth.
Do not use chemicals, petrol, turpentine,
lacquer thinners etc.
• Do not dismantle tool!
All repairs must be done by manufacturer
only.

Warranty:
The warranty period of the Electro-Pick III is 6 months, starting from receiving the tool (legal warranty period).
During the warranty period all repair work has to be done by the A. Wendt GmbH. Trying self-repairing or using a non-authorised repair shop and the subsequent dismantling of the tool especially the unscrewing and removals of tool parts lead to the loss of the warranty claim.
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The use of the Electro-Pick III with attached charging device or with connected charging cable is
not allowed and leads to the loss of the warranty claim.

Content 3700

Content 3700-SK

• 3600K

Empty case Electro-Pick III

• 3700

Basic set 3700

• 9758

Electro-Pick III (basic tool)

• 3498 V2

Tension tool

• 3398

Tension tool set
9788 combination wrench
one each of (3479E; 3480E;
3488E; 3491E)

• 3501-V2

Flipper tool

• 3620

Needle set Novum

• 9780

Charging device including cable
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Additional tools can be ordered optionally:
ZIEH-FIX® Pick-Needle Set “Novum”
As a pioneer of the Electro-Pick method we have
gained experience in the daily practical work and
noticed that it is important to manufacture additional
pick-needles in different forms in addition to our most
commonly used three pick-needles.
Extreme lockings in lock systems can only be manipulated with the Novum pick needles.
• Developed and Made in Germany
by A. Wendt GmbH
• the opening option of high quality locks is
greatly increased!
• Made from hardened stainless steel
• „Lockmaster®“ leather case
• 24 Pick needles in 12 forms
• 1 Tension wrench
• 1 Handle to use the needles for handpicking
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„Flipper“

Order no. 3620

The cylinder plug accelerator “Flipper” is used after
a successful opening of the lock cylinder with the
picking method. The accelerator is put under tension
according to the required direction of rotation of the
lock cylinder.
After release of this tension the lock rotor is put under
such fast rotation that the pins will not drop back into
the pins‘ drill holes and get jammed
• left and right turning

Order no. 3501-V2

Spring controlled Tension Tool
Tension Tool for lock cylinders in the domestic area.
The incorporated spring activates the tension at the
lock rotor. For picking this tool replaces the various
tension tools, it is smaller and can be adjusted to the
size of the key way with two adjustable metal pins.

Order no. 3498 V2
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ZIEH-FIX® pick needles “Novum”, in-house production (0.5mm)
Order-no. 3515E

„Novum“: Rake Tip, diamond, 5 peaks

Order-no. 3516E

„Novum“: Curved Blade

Order-no. 3518E

„Novum“: Straight Blade

Order-no. 3621E

„Novum“: Rake Tip, 1 peak

Order-no. 3622E

„Novum“: Rake Tip, 2 peak

Order-no. 3623E

„Novum“: Rake Tip, 3 peak

Order-no. 3624E

„Novum“: Rake Tip, half peak

Order-no. 3625E

„Novum“: Rake Tip, change

Order-no. 3626E

„Novum“: Rake Tip, 6 peaks

Order-no. 3627E

„Novum“: Rake Tip, Diamond Tip

Order-no. 3628E

„Novum“: Rake Tip, 6 peaks, double-edged

Order-no. 3629E

„Novum“: Rake Tip, 5 peaks

Order-no. 3530E

„Novum“: Rake Tip, Half Ball Tip

Special size
Order-no. 2701E

„Novum“: Straight Blade (0,8mm)
Possible changes to form in individual cases reserved!
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